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Foundation Home Learning 

25th – 29th March 2019 

 

This week in Foundation we have been talking all about Spring! The beautiful sunshine has inspired us 

all to learn about the changes that happen during Spring time and the celebrations we have at this 

time of year. The children have talked about what makes their Mum’s and special people in their lives 

unique, and why they love them.  Foundation have created some beautiful Mother’s Day cards, to show 

you all how much they love you! We are also beginning to think about all of the new things which grow in 

the world around us during Spring, talking about the green leaves beginning to grow on trees, the 

beautiful flowers which are starting to blossom and the new animals starting to be born. 

We have also explored the story ‘Superworm’- who is “super long and super strong!” We have enjoyed 

ordering different objects by length, spotting the longest and shortest objects in a group. We have 

even been ordering Superworms and made our own worms out of socks! Can you order the length of any 

objects at home?  

The glorious weather this week has meant that the children have been able to spend a lot of time 

outside enjoying the heat. We have been exploring our environment, playing in the sandpit and playing 

football. Ben and Len have even ventured outside on some afternoons to soak up the sunshine alongside 

the children! 

This week Foundation have been learning to keep fit! We had a special guest from ‘Rugby Tots’ come in 

and teach us how to play rugby. The children thoroughly enjoyed this session as many of them were 

learning to play a new sport. This week’s Home Learning has been inspired by this exciting session! To 

make the most of the beautiful sunshine, can you try out a NEW outdoor activity/sport, maybe 

something that you have always wanted to try? This could be playing badminton in the back garden, 

taking a football to play at the beach or even flying a kite! We would love to see pictures and videos of 

all of the new activities you try out on Tapestry.  

 

Dates for this term: 

Coffee Morning – It is so lovely to see Parents, Carers and Family members at our Foundation Coffee 

morning every Tuesday 8.40-9.30. Please do pop in for a cuppa and a chat if you are free. 

Monday 1st April: Big Pedal Week – children to bring bikes or scooters to school each day, please leave 

outside in our front Foundation area 

Friday 5th April: End of term 

 After the Easter Holidays on the first three days back, we are learning about a new 

country – China. If you have any contacts with Chinese restaurants or any have photos or 

books about China, please do share them with us. 

 

 

     

Please remember home 

learning should be fun! 

Don’t worry if you do not 

have time at a weekend – 

just if and when you can! 


